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One of my duties, as Senior Metadata Librarian at Cambridge University Press (CUP), is to modify records 
according to librarians’ requests.  It is one of the most interesting of my duties. 
 
And with MarcEdit, the data manipulation program created by Terry Reese, it can be done quite easily. 
 
The below screenshot is of a set of MARC records which I have manipulated.  The library wanted all the 
records that they received from CUP to be easily identified.  Their deal with us is called Evidence-Based 
Acquisition (EBA).  Through this deal libraries can have access to our collections (full, or specific collections 
only) for a time, usually six months or one year, and after that decide whether to continue with the deal or 
purchase the titles that have been used the most by their users.  At the end of this period, if they don’t continue 
with the deal, MARC records will have to be removed from their online catalogues.  By adding a special field to 
identify the batch belonging to the EBA deal with CUP, the removal process will be much easier. 
 
 

 
 
 
For every library who has asked for this kind of manipulation within their records, I have created “tasks” within 
MarcEdit, so that the process has become a sort of automated one.  I simply click on the corresponding task 
and, in a few seconds, fields are removed and modified accordingly to what is requested.  The first time I used 
the program, it gave me the feeling that I had real control of the data.  I could use it in every way I wished.  In 
fact, nowadays, I don’t think about the MARC records I create (my main duty is to catalogue our eBooks, with 
new ones published every month) as a single kind of metadata.  I feel more aware that the data I am putting 
together could potentially be used for other metadata formats.  It makes me even more conscious that the good 
quality of it must be my utmost concern.  Otherwise, any mistake will multiply the more that data is used.  
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In a way, the manipulation I have illustrated above was quite easy.  
 
 
Specific requests all together 
 
A more intriguing scenario is when there are multiple fields to be removed or modified.  
 
The below case is the case of a library who asked us for the following specification: 
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When I saw it first I thought that it would have required careful planning, but that it would be very interesting to 
be able to provide something like this.  In MarcEdit, after opening the set of records that has to be modified, 
we click on Tools – Manage Tasks – Create new tasks: 

Even in a case with as many modifications as this one, there weren’t any particularly difficulties because the 
program provides many options to choose from.  In this way, it is possible to create any kind of record, 
according to specific requests.  
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And it doesn’t matter how many records there are in a single batch.  The process will require only seconds for 
small batches, and a few minutes for big ones.  It is very important, though, to make sure that the changes 
made do not enter into conflict with anything else.  I am thinking specifically of the 008 field: “Field 008 contains 
40 character positions (00-39) that provide coded information about the record as a whole and about special 
bibliographic aspects of the item being catalogued.  These coded data elements are potentially useful for 
retrieval and data management purposes.”

1
  So it is fundamental that, when this field is modified, like in the 

case I have illustrated, any modification does not alter its structure in an incorrect way.  For this reason I always 
check MARC records batches with a very useful tool.  The MARC Validator: 
 

 
This tool picks up any errors, cataloguing or structural, within the selected batch and gives them back in a list, 
so that cataloguers can see which records are affected – and how – and can modify the “Task” they have 
created accordingly.  Being the only one doing metadata manipulation of this kind, I do not have anyone else 
who can check my work, so this tool is fundamental to me. 
 
 
The importance of knowing cataloguing rules and MARC 21 format 
 
A case that proves how, in order to modify records according to cataloguing rules, the person creating the task 
has to have a deep knowledge of cataloguing rules, and of the MARC 21 format’s structure, is the following 
one.  A library asked that all their records had the subfield $h (“Medium” subfield) in every 245 field (Title field) 
with the data [electronic resource].  
 
You may think, ok, it is just one subfield, what is the difficulty?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
Cataloger’s Reference Shelf by The Library Corporation, https://www.itsmarc.com/crs/crs.htm  
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Well, the first thing is that the subfield $h has to be “attached” to the last word of the subfield $a (“Main title” 
subfield) with no spaces.  In order to solve this I needed to take all the data from the 245 field, in every record 
of course, and use it to create a new 245 field that would include a subfield $h.  First I had to copy the data of 
the 245 subfield $a into a new field, 247, including the indicators; then to add the subfield $h to it, and then to 
create a new 245 field.  This new field would be composed of the 247’s subfield $a, and the subfields $c 
(“Statement of responsibility” subfield) and $b (“Subtitle” subfield) of the original 245 field.  
 
Following this step the 247 field could be deleted as it was no longer necessary.  An important step to 
remember is to always check at the end of such a manipulation (and of any manipulation, really) that any of the 
fields that have been added temporarily have been removed.  We do not want them to appear in the final 
“product”. 
 

 
The work could not end here though.  I had to take into account that there are titles that do not have subtitles 
(so no subfield b), so I had to add an “action” that would delete the text “:$b”, which would appear in any new 
245 field even if there was no data following it.  
 
Also, since by adding a new 245 I could not give specific indicators, and I could not use the ones I had copied, I 
had to make sure that every 245 field beginning with “The”, and with indicators 1 and 0, had the correct 
indicators 1 and 4, and so on for all the other cases: 0 and 4 for those 245 fields beginning with “The” where 
there was not a 1xx field; 0 and 3 for those 245 fields beginning with “An” where there was not a 1xx field; and 
so on (see screenshot above). 
 
You can see, from the above example, why, to use this program effectively, the person using it has to know 
cataloguing rules, and be aware of all the scenarios that can be encountered.  If I had not known the rules 
related to use of indicators in cases where titles begins with articles, I would have created incorrect metadata.  
It is important to always think ahead.  To think also about human error, which lurks around every corner.  This 
is something that only experience can teach. 
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I know nowadays, for example, not to trust the data I deal with 100%, because that data has been created or 
modified manually at some point in its “journey”, and human error can happen any time. 
 
 
From one format to another 
 
As we know, MARC 21 is the format most used among libraries worldwide.  However, there are institutions 
which use other MARC formats.  The one I come across the most is UNIMARC.  
 

 
A European library asked us if we could send them UNIMARC records.  I had used this format at the beginning 
of my career, when I first started cataloguing books, and I knew already that there are important differences 
between these two formats.  An example is the title field, which in MARC 21 is the 245 field, and in UNIMARC 
is the 200 field. 
 
Fortunately, the Library of Congress provides mapping documents, which show the differences between the 
two formats.  It would have been an very long task to do by myself though, with too many unknowns; also, as I 
had not worked with UNIMARC for years I could have missed something.  Fortunately, MarcEdit has a tool 
which converts MARC21 records to UNIMARC records:  
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All I had to do was to click on “Process” and the records were changed to the UNIMARC format.  But checking 
the file, I noticed that the 856 field, the link field, had been deleted.  This was because there was no 
corresponding UNIMARC field.  The documents from the Library of Congress did not give a corresponding field, 
probably because at that time electronic resources were not much used.  At the time I just added it back, by 
merging the new records with the old ones, and the library which had requested this format confirmed that the 
records were good and could be used.  However, I wanted to make this issue known, so I wrote to Terry Reese 
and he found new guidelines from IFLA that specified that the 856 field was the URL field even within the 
UNIMARC format.  So the tool was updated accordingly.  MarcEdit, I found, is very much a work in progress, 
and I find this one of its best features.  It can be updated and modified, accordingly to what users want to do 
with it. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The work that Terry Reese has done is priceless.  To create such a program, update it, and make it available 
free of charge to anyone is amazing.  There are many programs and databases, within the library sector, that 
are not available free of charge, and even if I understand the reasons for it, I still feel that it would be so much 
better if they were.  There are many libraries that do not have the money for such expenses, even though their 
librarians could achieve so much more if they had access to these resources. 
 
The above cases are only a few examples of what can be done with MarcEdit.  I hope that what I have written 
will encourage many to use this program and to “have fun” with it.  The possibilities are endless! 
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